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Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. When it comes to classic car restoration, it's no surprise that most owners
place a strong focus on exterior paint and body work, as well as mechanical components such
as the engine, transmission, suspension, and brakes. These elements define how a car looks on
the outside, and how it performs on the road. But think about this: where do you, the owner,
spend most of your time? Behind the wheel, of course. For this reason, it's certainly worthwhile
to pay attention to the interior, as Mopar Connection magazine did with their recent Dodge
interior restoration project. Continue Reading. Many of us have owned classic cars and have
eventually been forced to sell them, only to regret that decision years or decades later. Many
years after selling his first Mustang , he found himself browsing used car listings on Craigslist,
and stumbled upon the Mustang convertible seen here. Omar and his wife Moriah immediately
drove out to see the car in person, and soon decided they had to buy and restore it. The Tri Five
Chevy models built by General Motors in , , and changed substantially with each passing year.
Body panels, grilles, lighting, trim, interior colors , and exterior colors all differed from year to
year. In addition to these standard features, Chevrolet offered a variety of optional features for
'55, '56, and '57 models. These options ranged from common choices, such as two-tone paint
and whitewall tires, to much rarer choices. Read on for a list of , , and Chevy option codes,
descriptions, and original prices. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select
Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Featured Brands: [ skip ]. Choose from our extensive
line of restoration catalogs! Choose Your Free Catalog. Classic Industries News and Media:.
General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during
normal business hours. Having recently purchased California Mustang Parts, Classic Industries
was on-hand as the two businesses collaborated for the best Mustang Meet-Up to date! The
streets were filled with the sounds of Ford power as Mustang enthusiasts of all years and all
walks of life enjoyed a full morning of coffee, donuts, and great Mustangs. The highlight of the
show was the. That's more than most casual onlookers could ascertain. Recognized as the
undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and
respected distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and
accessories in the industry. Located in Huntington Beach, California, Classic Industries has
provided over 1,, customers with parts and accessories they've needed to restore their vehicles
for over four decades. Catalogs Coming Soon! Search Our Articles Search. Continue Reading 0
Comments. Continue Reading 2 Comments. Previous Page All Posts. A little about Classic
Recognized as the undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one
of the largest and respected distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and
MOPAR parts and accessories in the industry. Subscribe to Email Updates. Recent Posts.
Whether it's a movie, TV show, or book, every great story has a few twists and turns that make
the ending all the more satisfying. The hero narrowly overcomes disaster time and time again,
but everything works out at the conclusion. Such is the case with the tale of Mike Arthur's
Mustang. It was purchased in the '60s, stolen and recovered in the '70s, and damaged in a shop
fire in the '90s. But thankfully, it survived and was restored it to its original beauty. Classic
Industries offers a huge variety of restoration parts for GM, Mopar, and Ford vehicles, and even
though we only offer catalogs for certain models , many of the parts we provide can be used
across a wide range of platforms and body styles. We don't offer a dedicated Model A catalog,
but Mikael was still able to source several components for this truck and his other classic
vehicles from our site. Each classic car is an expression of its owner's taste and personality.
Some choose to restore their vehicles to factory condition, with every last nut and bolt put back
to the way it was when the vehicle left the assembly line. Others prefer to incorporate some
slight modifications, such as a new set of wheels, coilover suspension , or a disc brake
conversion. A few choose to diverge from tradition with major mods that speak to their
independent attitude. Guy Moore, the owner of this Ford F , falls into the third category. That's
why he decided to drop a Chevy LS1 under the hood of his Ford truck. Summer is quickly
approaching, and there are few better ways to soak up its warm, sunny weather than behind the
wheel of a classic car. Better yet, a convertible. Anyone who has owned such a vehicle can
attest that it's almost impossible not to smile when you're cruising a smooth road with some
good tunes on the radio and the wind in your hair. Spencer Brooks, of Long Beach, California, is
nearing completion on his Mustang convertible restoration project, which serves as a beautiful
example of this category. Vintage American cars are really big in Sweden. We learned just how
popular our muscle machines and cruising land yachts from the s, s and s are when forty or so
avid American car enthusiasts from Sweden visited Classic Industries last Monday. Every year
Bilsport Classic Magazine, a Swedish publication, hosts a week-long trip to California to visit
various prominent car shows, swap meets, famous professional build shops, and vintage car
companies in the Golden State. For car enthusiasts, it's always enthralling to watch classic

vehicles appear on the silver screen, whether they're piloted by the dashing hero or the
nefarious villain. Engines roar, tires squeal, and inevitably some unfortunate street vendor's
fruit stand gets knocked over during the chaos. But in the end, these cameos can provide new
appreciation for our favorite vehicles, and also inspire younger generations to learn to love
these cars as we do. Every classic car restoration project has to start somewhere. A very small
handful are immaculately-preserved survivors that need minimal work, but the majority of
unrestored cars from the '60s are a at least a little rough around the edges. Some, like this But
Ken Vela and Leisha Gremillion put in the time and effort to rescue this classic Ford and restore
it to its original beauty. As the old saying goes, Rome wasn't built in a day. In other words, it's
rarely an overnight process to create something truly monumental. Restoring a classic car can
take months, years, or even decades, but the end result is well worth the time and effort
involved. The Mustang convertible pictured here was completely disassembled and restored
over the course of three years, with the help of its dedicated owner and the Classic Industries
Mustang catalog. He bought it from a childhood neighbor â€” after seeing it every day as a kid,
this iconic pony car made an indelible impression. Many years later, he was finally able to
convince its original owner to part ways with the car. What are they doing here? Recognized as
the undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest
and respected distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and
accessories in the industry. Located in Huntington Beach, California, Classic Industries has
provided over 1,, customers with parts and accessories they've needed to restore their vehicles
for over four decades. Catalogs Coming Soon! Search Our Articles Search. Continue Reading 2
Comments. Continue Reading 1 Comment. Continue Reading 0 Comments. All Posts Next Page.
A little about Classic Recognized as the undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts industry,
Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected distributors of reproduction, performance
and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in the industry. Subscribe to Email Updates.
Recent Posts. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your
patience and continued support. See results below for Ford F Parts. Classic Industries is
America's first choice for Ford F parts and accessories. Product TT Wrapping headers
maintains hotter exhaust gases that exit the system faster through decreased density.
Increased exhaust View Product Details. The jacket covers the header tubes vertically allowing
for a consistent fit. The fit allows the exhaust system Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive is the answer
when you need a quick-drying, long-lasting spray adhesive for a high-temperature application.
Extra-strong contact-style adhesive sets quickly, and lasts even in high temperature
Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of a high temperature fabric laminated to a highly reflective
Mylar foil. It provides protection from radiant heat for hoses and wires. The Turbo Insulating
cover is designed to protect and improve performance of the turbo and will help reduce turbo
lag. The cut-to-fit cove comes with a substantial amount of material to cover turbos from the
smallest Quality stainless steel straps with the dependable multi-lock system. The narrow width
straps come with the multi-lock already attached - just insert the end and pull to tighten. Made
in USA. To finish off a clean and well-protected Exhaust Insulating Wrap application it is
recommended to use the Hi-Heat Coating. The coating will protect the wrap from abrasion and
harmful liquid spills. Extra resins and binders The Suppressor is ideal when both sound and
radiant heat control is needed. The Super Sonic Acoustical mat offers superior sound
dampening control to reduce road noise, rattles, engine noise, and any other noises that are
bothersome. The high density polyethylene film with an aluminum foil This heat shield set offers
spark plug wires and boots the ultimate protection from conductive and radiant heat. These
dual-purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce misfires, extend plug wire life and will not
react with petroleum products. The double-wall construction keeps the wire and boot cooler in a
high-temperature engine This new silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is designed to protect
wires, cables and hoses from high-temperature exposure, liquid spills and occasional exposure
to flame. The high-quality sleeving is made from braided Thermo-Guard FR offers the best heat
and sound insulation! This lightweight, durable shield does everything: reduces sound, absorbs
vibration, protects from radiant heat and provides an extra layer of insulated padding. Product K
Excellent on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug deflectors, instrument covers, Use your
imagination and you will find many uses for this heat-reflecting mat. It can be used in
applications to protect painted Unprotected rubber hoses and plastic or rubber insulated wiring
can dry out, melt or crack over time. Like most Thermo-Tec products, it blocks Close
Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models.
Products Categories All Categories. View As: Grid Detail. Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive. Turbo
Insulating Cover. Copper 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Black 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Aluminum 11 Oz
Hi Heat Coating. Pint Bottle. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Please expect

shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support.
Classic Industries offers Ford Mustang Acc. Product TT Wrapping headers maintains hotter
exhaust gases that exit the system faster through decreased density. Increased exhaust View
Product Details. Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive is the answer when you need a quick-drying,
long-lasting spray adhesive for a high-temperature application. Extra-strong contact-style
adhesive sets quickly, and lasts even in high temperature Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of
a high temperature fabric laminated to a highly reflective Mylar foil. It provides protection from
radiant heat for hoses and wires. The Turbo Insulating cover is designed to protect and improve
performance of the turbo and will help reduce turbo lag. The cut-to-fit cove comes with a
substantial amount of material to cover turbos from the smallest This heat shield set offers
spark plug wires and boots the ultimate protection from conductive and radiant heat. To finish
off a clean and well-protected Exhaust Insulating Wrap application it is recommended to use the
Hi-Heat Coating. The coating will protect the wrap from abrasion and harmful liquid spills. Extra
resins and binders These dual-purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce misfires, extend
plug wire life and will not react with petroleum products. The double-wall construction keeps
the wire and boot cooler in a high-temperature engine This new silicone-coated fiberglass fire
sleeving is designed to protect wires, cables and hoses from high-temperature exposure, liquid
spills and occasional exposure to flame. The high-quality sleeving is made from braided
Unprotected rubber hoses and plastic or rubber insulated wiring can dry out, melt or crack over
time. Like most Thermo-Tec products, it blocks Use your imagination and you will find many
uses for this heat-reflecting mat. It can be used in applications to protect painted The Turbo
Insulating Set is designed to protect and improve performance of the turbo. This universal set
will help reduce turbo lag. Product B They are manufactured from high-grade Close Notification.
Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Products
Categories All Categories Engine. View As: Grid Detail. Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive. Turbo
Insulating Cover. Aluminum 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Copper 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Black 11 Oz
Hi Heat Coating. All Categories Engine. General Information. If you continue to have problems
with this form, please contact us during normal business hours. Please expect shipping and
customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. See results
below for Ford Thunderbird Parts. Classic Industries is America's first choice for Ford
Thunderbird parts and accessories. Product Y. Replacement automatic transmission flexplate
for various Ford and Mercury models including Mustang, Cougar, and F-Series trucks. View
Product Details. Product BBK Adjustable fuel pressure regulator diaphragms can weaken and
start to lose the ability to hold accurate pressure and sometimes they can even leak. Now you
can completely rebuild any BBK Performance fuel pressure regulator Product L. Replacement
manual transmission flywheel for various Ford and Mercury models including Mustang, Cougar,
Ranchero, and F-Series trucks. It is balanced to factory specs and will fit and function exactly
like the Product A. Product FTB. This OE-quality Ni-Terne coated reproduction stamped steel
fuel tank is manufactured to factory specifications and is a great value, offering exceptional
corrosion resistance. Includes the lock ring and o-ring gasket for the Product FTA. OER
Authorized zinc coated reproduction stamped steel fuel tank is a great value, offering precise fit
and corrosion resistance at a reasonable price. Includes the lock ring and o-ring gasket for the
fuel sender. Product MA A racing style wing bolt to retain your Mustang's valve covers. The
Ford Oval is cut sharply into the top of each wing nut. The lower ends of the shafts are
manufactured with wide shoulders for broad load distribution. Product WWP1. Reproduction of
the original windshield washer pedal pad designed for use on various Ford and Mercury models
including Mustang and Cougar models. Each pad is manufactured in E. M rubber material
replicating Product 13A Reproduction of the original horn brush for various Ford models. If your
horn isn't working properly, the horn brush and contact may be the problem. This part is
designed to provide contact between the bottom of the steering Product P. Reproduction of the
original 2 spoke steering wheel horn pad designed for use on models. The factory steering
wheel pads can wear out over time and become unsightly. This direct-fit replacement includes
the correct Product 2BA. Replacement master cylinder push rod spacer for numerous Ford and
Mercury applications including Mustang, Falcon, Cougar, and Comet. This black ABS bushing
installs on either side of the the master cylinder push rod, Product Reproduction of the park
brake retainer clips that install over the park brake cable end to. These clips are designed to
replicate the original in appearance and fit. Set of Product N. Reproduction of the original 2
spoke woodgrain deluxe horn switch vinyl cover for use on Mustangs and other various Ford
and Mercury models. Each horn cover is manufactured to OE specifications and replaced the
Product K. Transmission filters protect transmissions against Product M. Replacement filter and
gasket set for various Ford and Mercury models with FX automatic transmissions including
Fairlane, Galaxie, Monterey, and Ranchero. Product Q. Product J. Replacement filter and gasket

set for various Ford and Mercury models with MX automatic transmissions including Galaxie,
Fairlane, and Cougar. Transmission filters protect transmissions against contaminants in the
Product R. Reproduction of the original interior kick panels designed for use on Thunderbird
convertible models. Each kick panel is injection molded to replicate the original in fit and
function. Includes correct grain and Product Y1. Reproduction of the original interior kick
panels designed for use on Torino, Montego, and Ranchero models. Product A All new early 70s
Ford style proportioning valve. This is a reproduction of the valve found on early 70s Mustangs
and is very useful when converting older vehicle to front disc brakes. Transmission filters
protect transmissions against contaminants Replacement filter and gasket set for various Ford
and Mercury models with C5 automatic transmissions including Mustang, Capri, and F-Series
Truck. Transmission filters protect transmissions against contaminants in Product T.
Transmission filters protect transmissions Product APD. This Deluxe POA Pilot Operated
Absolute valve update set will replace the original unit and convert to a more reliable modern
pressure cycling clutch system to improve performance and eliminate sticking pistons. This
Deluxe Product H. The pilot bushing is located in the center of the crankshaft where it mates up
the the Product FL This universal electric fan could be the last ingredient in the recipe or
solution if you will in keeping your vehicle's cooling system at the optimal temperature for peak
performance. The electric fan is comprised of ABS If your are still running the factory
engine-driven fan, you might be losing vital horsepower and not obtaining full effective cooling.
By replacing your engine-driven fan with an efficient electric unit, you can reduce drag Product
HH Hedman Hedders standard headers are constructed from stainless steel for superior heat
and corrosion resistance. This direct-fit premium wheel cylinder is designed to meet or exceed
Product WB Replace your worn out original wheel bearings to maintain proper alignment and
smooth rolling. Always check the bearings whenever removing the brake drum or rotor.
Applications: C10 With Product 84L Reproduction "first-design" die-cast outer door handle for
Mustang, Mercury Capri and a wide variety of additional Ford and Mercury models.
Manufactured in die-cast metal to Ford factory Product TRA Upgraded flywheel for T-5
conversion or stock replacement. This unique dual pattern flywheel gives you the option to use
it with a 10" clutch or to upgrade your clutch kit to a Product MN Will fit front or rear with 10"
brakes. Applications: Charger Daytona Coronet Popularized in the 's and 70's to Reproduction
of the original door lock cylinders designed to replace the old or worn our lock cylinders on the
various Ford models listed below. Each lock cylinder includes a key that is pre-coded making
installation easy! Replace your trunk lock cylinder with this reproduction of the original trunk
lock cylinder and pre-coded keys. Each trunk lock cylinder comes complete with 2 pre-cut keys
for easy and fast installation. Can be used for the Product I. This is a reproduction ignition and
door lock set for Mustang models. The set includes matching door lock cylinders, ignition
cylinder, retainers and gaskets. The kit will key ignition and doors alike. Comes with two
Product D. It comes Product S These shock absorbers are nitrogen gas charged for improved
ride and handling. Nitrogen helps Product S. Use with our Pertronix 8mm spark plug wires
available separately. Available with black caps only. Non - vacuum advance distributors are not
legal for sale or use on pollution controlled motor vehicles. This coil has a unique turns ratio ,
lower primary resistance than factory coil, produces more output voltage and will work with
stock ignition systems. Note: CARB Product H5. These polished black anodized installation
hubs are machined from aluminum and include Grade 8 Hardware. They feature a one piece
design for easy installation. This coil has a unique turns ratio , lower primary resistance than
factory coil to produces more output voltage. Product B. Reproduction of the original coat hook
cover designed for use on various Ford and Mercury models. The coat hook cover is
manufactured as original using a rubber compound with a black finish. Use with part number A
Product C. Upper control arm bushings for various Ford and Mercury applications including
Falcon, Ranchero, and Comet. These bushings install on either end of the upper control arm
shaft isolating the control arm from the Accel's patented race proven spark plugs are now
available in a shorty configuration. Product 93L Custom 5. Each pad is manufactured from
rubber and features vertical ribbing and Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years
Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Products Categories All Categories. View As:
Grid Detail. Fuel Regulator Rebuild Kit. Accel Shorty Spark Plug Set. All Categories. General
Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal
business hours. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your
patience and continued support. Product DPB. Lokar Duo-Pak throttle cable set will easily adapt
to most gas pedals and throttle assemblies. Cable comes equipped with aluminum fittings and
aluminum ferrules to eliminate fraying and feature a "U-Cut-to-Fit" outer housing View Product
Details. Product DPA. Product SR Bracket is used to mount Lokar? Th is design provides
improved Product TT Thermo-Flex Aluminum is a composite heat shield material with unlimited

uses. The material is manufactured with a combination of materials to provide
abrasion-resistance, thermal insulation, and physical containment of hoses Express sleeving is
a combination of a high-temperature insulation material and a highly reflective Mylar foil with a
Velcro closure. The sleeving is designed to simply and effectively protect wire, hoses, and
cables from Lokar Duo-Pak throttle cable sets will easily adapt to most gas pedals and throttle
assemblies. Product LK This Lokar billet aluminum drive-by-wire electronic throttle control
assembly is preprogrammed specifically for Ford Coyote 5. Made in USA Product During hard
acceleration the float bowls in a carburetor become uneven, causing moderate fuel starvation.
This aluminum spacer tilts the carburetor forward 5 degrees to help keep it level. Spacer
measures. Product D The Street Demon redefines the street carburetor with clean looks, brisk
performance, and universal design. The Street Demon supports stock and mildly modified V8's
with smooth, crisp throttle response. A dual bolt pattern Product AE These billet line clamps are
great for cleaning up your engine bay and securing your metal plumbing lines. Clamps are
manufactured from aluminum and feature black Delrin inserts. Product C. This
externally-mounted electric fuel pump is ideal for most street and strip applications. Proven
rotary vein technology provides high flow and stable pressures with minimal vibration and
sound. Product GPS Pedal floor spacers are recommended when installing on vehicles with
thick carpet or carpet padding. Made in USA. Product TCC. This Lokar Hi-Tech "U-Cut-to-Fit"
outer housing with a "U-Cut-to-Fit" stainless inner wire throttle cable is designed with a
specially extruded liner for extended service life and innovative clevis cable ends to eliminate
the Product M Rubber gasket for use with our custom aluminum flip top gas cap. Product KB
Product HK. Holley just brought EFI within range! Introducing Sniper EFI! It's economically
priced so you can have all the benefits of EFI and still have money to finish or upgrade the rest
of your ride! Perfect for street rods, Product H Our Fuel Tank Sealer Kit contains almost
everything you might need to seal a tank of up to 25 gallons. Gold Standard Fuel Tank Sealer is
a superior, single-component, ready-to-use fuel tank sealer specifically formulated to Product E
Performer Series carburetors complete the Edelbrock Power Package System for a smooth
running and great performing "no guesswork" parts combination. Edelbrock carbs put the fun
back into your driving because of their unique Product VS Lokar Vintage Series universal
throttle cables for carbureted applications. This cut-to-fit cable features vintage inspired braided
cloth jackets covering Lokar? This set will allow you to "tailor" accelerator pump performance
to the engine? Each cam has a different shape to give different results. The shape of each cam
directly affects the accelerator pump This set is just what you need to make your Holley
carburetor perform like new again. Set includes new gaskets, O-rings, pumps, diaphragms,
needles and seats, power valves, and detailed instructions to help you step-by-step Product CX
Universal fuel tank sending unit for various GM and other models that require a 30 ohm sender.
Designed for use with OE or aftermarket ohm gauges, each sending unit includes the sender,
float, float rod, hardware, This set includes a selection of metering rods, jets, and step up
springs that allow fine tuning and calibration of Edelbrock Performer carburetors for mildly to
extremely built motors, especially motors with performance We now offer this remanufactured
CFM Holley carburetor. It features an original finish, vacuum secondaries, and Power Valve
blowout protection. For use on all engines with or without air injection reactor smog. Product
AM This is a universal 5-bolt fuel sending unit for use with Auto Meter universal fuel gauges.
This unit is not included with the gauges packages and must be purchased separately. It is used
with gauges that require ohms Product ED Bring your original carburetor back to original
working order by replacing the crucial components with this complete rebuild kit for use with
original Rochester or Edelbrock replacement quadrajet carburetors. Each part is Product T
Carburetor spacer kits are now available for Holley carburetors. Each kit includes mounting
hardware and gaskets. It features side hung float bowls, a universal throttle lever, vacuum
secondaries, and an electric choke. This is one of Product RE This safety feature is a must have
for any electric fuel-pump fed Muscle Car. If your motor stalls and your float is sticking, or
worse, if you're in an accident severe enough to stop the motor, your electric fuel pump will
This compact electric fuel pump is compatible with all gasoline fuels and additives. The solid
state design has a low current draw of around one AMP and makes a good stand alone pump or
booster pump. Features: Solid-state The Street Warrior uses the latest technology and quality
products that Holley is known for. Constructed from aluminum and calibrated to run great right
out of the box. The Street Warrior is a great replacement carburetor for Product BBK Designed
and built in the USA ensuring unmatched performance, quality and overall value. Each unit is
cast from Adjustable fuel pressure regulator diaphragms can weaken and start to lose the
ability to hold accurate pressure and sometimes they can even leak. Now you can completely
rebuild any BBK Performance fuel pressure regulator This BBK 90mm Mustang throttle body
will deliver more horsepower and works with Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All

Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Carburetor Wedge
Plate. Electric Fuel Pump Safety Switch. Micro Electric Fuel Pump. Fuel Regulator Rebuild Kit.
All Categories Fuel System. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this
form, please contact us during normal business hours. Please expect shipping and customer
service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. See results below for Ford
Granada Parts. Classic Industries is America's first choice for Ford Granada parts and
accessories. Product MA A racing style wing bolt to retain your Mustang's valve covers. The
Ford Oval is cut sharply into the top of each wing nut. The lower ends of the shafts are
manufactured with wide shoulders for broad load distribution. View Product Details. Product L.
Transmission filters protect transmissions against Product Q. Product P. Replacement filter and
gasket set for various Ford and Mercury models with C5 automatic transmissions including
Mustang, Capri, and F-Series Truck. Transmission filters protect transmissions against
contaminants in Product FL This universal electric fan could be the last ingredient in the recipe
or solution if you will in keeping your vehicle's cooling system at the optimal temperature for
peak performance. The electric fan is comprised of ABS If your are still running the factory
engine-driven fan, you might be losing vital horsepower and not obtaining full effective cooling.
By replacing your engine-driven fan with an efficient electric unit, you can reduce drag Product
Popularized in the 's and 70's to Product S. Use with our Pertronix 8mm spark plug wires
available separately. Available with black caps only. Non - vacuum advance distributors are not
legal for sale or use on pollution controlled motor vehicles. Product R. Product 91L
Reproduction ignition switch for Mustang and a variety of other Ford, Lincoln, Mercury models.
Each switch is produced in die-cast metal with an eleven-blade, plastic, rectangular connector.
Designed to fit Product A Top off your engine dress-up with one of these die-cast, black crinkle
finish wing nuts. This carburetor air cleaner center nut features the Ford Oval logo. Product C.
High Quality steel mini nuts are the perfect way to finish your engine dress-up project. Small
and unobtrusive with the Ford Oval cut sharply into the top. All nuts are supplied with a
separate stud which permits precise Product H. Replacement front coil springs for various Ford
and Mercury models with air conditioning including Mustang, Maverick, and Comet. These
high-quality OE replacement springs are designed to the same specs and dimensions Repair
torn and worn-out tie rod end boots without having to purchase the entire tie rod. Add durability
surpassing most OEM rubber boots with this quality reproduction. Manufactured in high
performance polyurethane for added Double silicon insulation Accel's patented race proven
spark plugs are now available in a shorty configuration. Product B. Repair torn and worn-out tie
rod end boots - without having to buy the entire tie rod. Add durability surpassing most OEM
rubber boots. Exclusive octagon style features 5-point sealing action. Made of high
performance Some fuel pumps may differ slightly in appearance from original but will fit and
function correctly offering years of When you start making serious power with your Mustang V8
5. They feature a 3. The compact housing is fully clockable for Ford Racing air cleaner kit for
Ford Mustang and other Ford vehicles with 2 or 4 barrel carburetor. These air cleaners feature
milled die cast aluminum construction with a recessed Ford Racing emblem on the lid. The lid
has a Product W1. This beautifully produced fender emblem is manufactured to add a factory
authentic appearance on models that have had an engine swap. Designed in the style of the
Product H6. These polished black anodized installation hubs are machined from aluminum and
include Grade 8 Hardware. They feature a one piece design for easy installation. These air
cleaners feature milled die cast aluminum construction with a raised Ford Racing emblem on
the lid. Product F. Replacement front coil springs for various Ford and Mercury models
including Mustang, Falcon, Ranchero, and Cougar. These high-quality OE replacement springs
are designed to the same specs and dimensions as the Product 90L Reproduction of the
original clutch pad for various 5. This pad is designed manufactured in hard rubber material and
replaces the The MSD 8. Engineered with incredibly low resistance without electronic
interference. Made with copper alloy conductor resulting in less than 50 Ohms per foot of wire.
These distributors come complete and ready-to-run. All you need to do is drop it in the engine,
connect Product 95L Replacement heater core assembly available for Mustang or Capri models
without air conditioning. Features aluminum construction. Product 93L Unique reproduction of
the brake pedal pad with an added 5. This is a custom style brake pad that can be installed on
various Ford and Mercury models including any 5. Product D. Manufactured and inspected to
OEM-level standards, Centric? Product T. Centric OE replacement wheel seals retain lubricant,
keep contaminants out, and protect wheel bearings from premature wear. Manufactured and
inspected to factory standards for direct fit. Sold individually. Click Here For Centric wheel
bearings are a direct fit replacement for your vehicle. These non-directional bearings can be
used on either the driver or passenger side. Features include premium design, manufactured
with high quality Product G. Replacement tail lamp socket for a variety of Ford, Lincoln, Mercury

models including Mustang. Each socket comes with the pigtail wiring that splices into your
remote car starter wiring diagram
kia optima repair manual pdf
2009 gmc suburban
original harness. Use as required. Product E. Reproduction of the original style crankshaft
damper harmonic balancer designed to replace the original on Mustangs with engines 4 bolt
pulley pattern. Your original crankshaft damper should be replaced This elbow attaches to the
valve cover opposite from the PCV The valve connects to the master cylinder and distributes
brake fluid to all four wheels, while the Product BM It features replaceable 2, 3 or 4-speed
forward pattern gate plates or a 3-speed reverse pattern gate plate. Other features include a
Many modifications, particularly big cams, tend to reduce low end Close Notification. Toll Free
1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Products Categories All
Categories. View As: Grid Detail. Accel 8. Accel Shorty Spark Plug Set. Rear Wheel Axle
Bearing. Rear Axle Shaft Seal. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have
problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

